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SYNOPTIC ABSTRACT
We introduce new stylometry tools based on the sliced conditional com-

pression complexity of literary texts which are inspired by the incomputable
Kolmogorov conditional complexity. Whereas other stylometry tools can
occasionally be very close for different authors, our statistic is apparently
strictly minimal for the true author, if the query and training texts are suf-
ficiently large, compressor is sufficiently good and sampling bias is avoided
(as in the poll samplings). We tune it and test its performance on attribut-
ing the Federalist papers (Madison vs. Hamilton). Our results confirm the
previous attribution of Federalist papers by Mosteller and Wallace (1964) to
Madison using the Naive Bayes classifier and the same attribution based on
alternative classifiers such as SVM, and the second order Markov model of
language. Then we apply our method for studying the attribution of the
early poems from the Shakespeare Canon and the continuation of Marlowe’s
poem ‘Hero and Leander’ ascribed to G. Chapman.

Keywords and Phrases: stylometry, statistics of conditional complexity
of compression, its bias and variance.



Conditional Complexity of Compression

1 INTRODUCTION

At the time that early stylometry methods were developed, the field of dacty-
loscopy emerged with the goal of establishing identification through the study
of fingerprints. After initial successful tests and a process of standardization,
the former field is now universally recognized in forensic and security appli-
cations.

Statistical methods for attributing authorship, on the other hand, have
not been widely accepted, even though literary critics are often brought to
bear on the problem of distinguishing between literary styles of different
writers.

Effective statistical attributors still need to be studied both in terms of
their theoretical properties and also in empirical terms through exhaustive
examination of their performance. If such work will prove that conscious and
unconscious style features of different professionals can be discriminated as
well or nearly as well as fingerprints of different individuals, stylometry will
change its status from a mere hobby to a professional forensic tool.

One obstacle for implementing these methods is the evolution and enrich-
ment of styles during professional careers of writers. So, unless we perform an
analysis of the stylistic features of authors across time, we can only compare
texts written sufficiently close to one another.

The rates of change for different stylistic features may vary. Also, authors
can work in different literary forms (for instance, prose and verse) which
may have different statistical properties. Therefore, appropriate preprocess-
ing must be applied to the texts to avoid heterogeneity of forms. Misspellings
need to be removed to preserve consistency. Also, annotated texts (e.g. indi-
cating stressed vowels in verses) can be more useful resources for computer
analysis than bare texts.

Finally, reliable stylometry analysis should take into account all available
information about a disputed work (e.g. time of its preparation). So, it is
desirable for teams of specialists in several fields (including literary experts)
to be involved in these studies.

It is instructive to tune and test new stylometry tools on classical case
studies such as disputed Federalist papers, where the attribution is either
given or abundant previous studies agree on the same author. Asymptotics
obtained by modeling language as an ergodic stationary stochastic process
have dubious accuracy although they can serve as initial approximation.

Especially convincing are those case studies where the stylometric evi-
dence helps to identify an otherwise unexpected candidate for authorship



or to deny a popular candidate, if this attribution is confirmed by alterna-
tive credible evidence. One example of such success is the denial of Quintus
Curtius Snodgrass articles’ attribution to Mark Twain, later confirmed by
credible documents, see section 1. A recent attribution of “Funeral elegy”
to Shakespeare by Dan Foster provoked heated debates. It would be in-
structive to study this poem with tools of stylometry surveyed further. The
previous example is a very small part of the famous controversy about the
authorship of the Shakespeare Canon (SC) with the attribution result so far
disputable. Various stylometry arguments and other historical and literary
evidence point to the same person, although more careful analysis is needed.
It would be extremely encouraging if credible evidence would confirm one
day the accuracy of the stylometry results in this case study.

Starting with the attribution of early poems seems worthwhile due to the
availability of substantial historical evidence, proximity of their publication
dates to those of the competing candidate, and comparative homogeneity of
poems as compared to plays which makes their pre-processing easier.

The first author is responsible for the design of our study and the claims
made. Other authors implemented appropriate computer programs and per-
formed data analysis on a corpus of poetry and prose.

Three Appendices at the end discuss respectively inappropriateness of a
popular Cilibrasi-Vitanyi method (2005) for authorship attribution and two
unfinished perspective continuations of our study.

2 Brief survey of micro-stylometry tools

We focus our attention on context-free statistics of texts calling this “mi-
crostyle”. Moreover, we restrict our methods further by taking aside mi-
crostyle methods based on grammatics since grammatical parsing is not yet
fully automated, and grammatical rules in early texts vary considerably.

The pioneering stylometric study (Mendenhall, 1887, 1901) was based
on histograms of word-length distribution of various authors computed for 5
different text strings of length 1000 words from each author. These papers
showed significant difference of these histograms for different languages and
also for some different authors (Dickens vs. Mill) using the same language.
At the same time, histograms of Dickens were close to those of Thackeray in
terms of their statistical variability estimated from repeated samples. The
second paper describes the histograms for Shakespeare contemporaries com-
missioned and funded by A. Hemminway (a related study by Wilburg Zeigler,
1895, is cited that we have not found). This study demonstrated a significant
difference of SC-histogram from those of all (including F. Bacon) contempo-
raries studied but one, calling attention to the striking practical identity of



C. Marlowe’s and SC histograms (Marlowe allegedly perished in Deptford,
May 1593, under extremely suspicious circumstances (Nicholl (1992)), two
weeks before the first poem from SC was published). This identity was shown
by evaluating partial histograms for certain portions of the corpora studied
and comparing their inter- and intra-deviations. In an unpublished honors
project (available by request) S.Li used a certain modification of Menden-
hall’s method for attributing popular poem ‘ ’Twas the night before Christ-
mas’ to H. Livingstone rather than to C. Moore and thus supporting the
claim in Foster (2000).

Another distinction between the authors is in the numbers of English
words they used: 8000 in Bacon’s works vs. 31500 in SC including 3200 in-
vented ones in SC which is more than the Bacon’s, Jonson’s and Chapman’s
joint contribution. Thisted and Efron’s (1987) attribution of a newly discov-
ered poem ‘ Shall I die...’ to SC presumes identity of rates of acquiring new
words and forgetting others. Thus their approach seems questionable.

Next to mention is the Naive Bayes (NB) classifier of Mosteller and
Wallace (1964) developed during their long and very costly work over binary
authorship attribution (Madison vs. Hamilton) of certain Federalist papers
generously supported by the federal funding. After fitting appropriate para-
metric family of distributions (Poisson or negative binomial), they follow the
Bayes rule for odds (posterior odds is the product of prior odds times the
likelihood ratio), when multiplying the odds: Madison vs. Hamilton, by the
sequence of likelihood ratios corresponding to the frequencies of a certain
collection of relatively frequent function words, obtaining astronomical odds
in favor of Madison.

This classifier presumes independence of function words usage, which is
obviously unjustified and ‘NB-likelihoods’ should not be taken seriously.
Among many NB-applications is Labbe’s (2004) attribution of Molliere plays
to Corneille, attribution of parts of ‘Edward III’ to SC and Fletcher, and
sorting out spam e-mails (Corney (2003)).

Skipping discussion of other popular attributors emerging after NB-approach
based on the SVM (see Bosh (1998)) and modeling language as a Markov
Chain of some order (see Rosenfeld (1996)), we pass directly to the CCC-
attributors which demonstrated even better performance on certain applica-
tions (see e.g.Kukushkina et al (2001)) before their tuning up and improve-
ment in our study.



3 Approximations of Kolmogorov complexity

3.1 Kolmogorov Complexity

To measure the algorithmic complexity of a binary string, Kolmogorov, Chaitin
and Solomonoff independently proposed (around 1965) a quantity which is
now called ‘Kolmogorov complexity’ (KC) since Kolmogorov and his pupils
additionally developed a comprehensive theory which showed in particular
that the algorithmic complexity contains Shannon’s statistical complexity as
a particular case for random strings.

We present here a rather informal sketch of KC since the methods of our
paper are conceptually close and presumably can approximate Kolmogorov’s
approach, when better and better compressors are used.

Functions below are always understood as those computable by the so-
called Turing machine, i.e. partially recursive. Given a binary string x of
length |x|, it can be computed (F (y) = x) by various binary strings y and
functions F (·). KC is defined as

K(x) = min{|y| : F (y) = x}.

The minimum above is extended over the finite set of all functions F (·) and
finite strings y : |y| ≤ |x| such that the above condition holds We have
K(x) ≤ |x|, since the trivial pair F (x) = x is always an option. Thus the
optimal y may be interpreted as the best compression (code) of x admitting
the restoration (decoding) of x by means of the optimal decoder F (·).

Further we always use comparisons between complexities of different
strings and the same compressor is applied to both strings.

An important additional notion is the Conditional KC (CKC) given a
finite string z, defined as

KF (x|z) = min{|y| : F (z, y) = x} (1)

The minimization over functions theoretically can be omitted for very
long strings x, since Kolmogorov et al proved the existence of a universal
function U such that the KC with respect to U , is the lower bound for the
complexity:

KU(x) ≤ KF (x) + c, (2)

where c is an incomputable constant which can be arbitrarily large, making
this inequality impractical for any given string.

Bennett et al (1998) started a series of papers on information distances
between texts based on CKC. Their discussion implies that given a library z
of texts by an author and a query text x, KU(x|z) can be interpreted as the



length of the shortest program generating x given z. Informally, it takes the
shortest time for an author of training library to generate a text in the same
style.

We can only approximate the complexity of a particular string by running
better and better compressors, since we know that their lengths converge to
the Kolmogorov complexity.

In a series of papers reviewed in Cilibrasi and Vitanyi (2005), the clas-
sification and clustering of text libraries of comparable size was proposed
using ‘similarity metrics’ mimicking information distances of Bennett et al
and based on classes of commercial compressors satisfying certain properties.
Symmetry of distance was an issue in these papers in contrast to ours. Our
aim of attributing a paper of moderate size given the text libraries (corpora)
of candidates for authorship does not require such a symmetry.

3.2 Analogs of Kolmogorov Complexity as attributors

The first two universal compressors with asymptotically optimal performance
for all sufficiently long stationary ergodic strings x were proposed in 1977-
1978 by Ziv and Lempel (LZ77 and LZ78). Their modifications including
the use of a sliding window (Bell and Welsh) became indispensable computer
tools in around ten years. Presently they are the core of a family of com-
mercial compressors under various names including ‘zip’. The economy of
compression is achieved by sequentially constructing the binary tree of LZ-
patterns from the text in computer RAM. If this LZ-pattern tree is stored
in the external memory forming the so called extended LZ index (an algo-
rithm of ELZ index construction and its applications are described in our
Appendix C) then LZ-algorithms become a tool enabling the evaluation of
patterns’ statistics for stylometry study i.e. producing authors’ stylometric
signatures. In the attribution applications the original LZ-algorithms seem
more appropriate than commercial ones since, for these applications, econ-
omy of processing time and memory is an excessive price for the distortion
of patterns by sliding windows. The Ziv and Lempel original algorithm is
as follows: the string x is sequentially parsed into phrases of minimal length
that have not appeared before. Then each phrase is coded by a pair of num-
bers. The second of them is the last bit, while the first is the consecutive
number of the substring of this phrase preceding the last bit. All phrases
are separated by commas. Wyner and Ziv proved that for stationary ergodic
strings x, the lengths of their compressed versions y satisfy:

CCr := |y|/|x| → H, as|x| → ∞,

where H is the binary entropy per symbol proved to be the asymptotic lower
bound for compressing an ergodic source by Shannon (1949). Since Shannon,



stationary ergodic strings have become popular models of natural language
although the accuracy of Shannon’s theoretical asymptotic approximation
results is not necessarily excellent for a particular text.

3.2.1 Sliced Relative Conditional Complexity of Compression

We define |A| as the length of the text A and |Ac| as the length of the
compressed text A, Compression Ratio CCr is

CCr =
|Ac|
|A|

(3)

The concatenated text S = AB is the text starting with A and proceeding
to text B without stop

The Conditional Complexity of Compression (CCC(B|A)) of text B given
text A

CCC(B|A) = |Sc| − |Ac| (4)

The CCC presumably approximates a more abstract Kolmogorov condi-
tional complexity concept in our settings and measures how good the com-
pressor adapts to patterns in the training text for better compressing the
disputed text.

The more transparent Relative Conditional Complexity of Compression,
0 < CCCr < 1, of text B given text A is

CCCr(B|A) =
CCC(B|A)

|B|
(5)

In our case studies we usually find the sliced CCCr of text Qi, i =
1, . . . ,m = [|Q|/L], given the firmly attributed text A, dividing the query
text Q into slices of equal length L.

CCCr(Q|A) :=
m∑

i=1

CCCr(Qi|A)

m
, CCr(Q) :=

m∑
i=1

CCr(Qi)

m
. (6)

We call the last two empirical quantities ‘Mean CCCr(Q) and Mean
CCr(Q)’ respectively.

Consider the class M(h) of all stationary ergodic distributions on infinite
binary strings such that their entropy per symbol is h.

Conjecture. Suppose the LZ78 compressor is trained on a long sequence
of length l generated by a probability law P from M(h) and applied to a query
text of much shorter length l′ generated by law P ′ also from M(h). Then the
CCC for the case P = P ′ is smaller than for any other pair of distributions
from M(h) as l/l′ →∞.



We demonstrate the plausibility of this conjecture both theoretically and
by simulation in our Appendix B.

3.2.2 Pre-Processing

We process the texts before compression assuming that proper nouns are not
related to the style of the author. The following steps were used to preprocess
all the documents:

• Removing nouns. All the words beginning with capital letters except
the first word of each line was copied into another file. This file was
reviewed carefully and words determined to not be proper nouns were
deleted. This file was used as a dictionary for this analysis. Examples
of the words in this dictionary are Ovid, Venus, Neptune, etc in the
literary work. Words are been added to this dictionary as more docu-
ments being analyzed. All the words that were in the dictionary were
removed from the documents.

• Removing punctuation. We remove all the punctuation from the
texts in the cases studied in this paper except hyphenated words (e.g.
Hard-hearted, Vine-trees, etc.) and apostrophes used to indicate the
omission of letters (e.g. I’ll, won’t, etc.), although keeping, say dots
would give us an info about the mean length of sentences (used e.g in
Kjetsaa et al (1986)).

• We replace new line characters with spaces.

3.2.3 Methodology

In this paper we usually apply firmly attributed corpora as training texts for
training the compressor and the text under investigation will be referred as
the query text. Query texts may be disputed ones or those used for estimating
the performance of attributors.

In majority of our case studies, we fix the equally sized partition slices
Qi, Qi of query and training texts, Q, T (k) and calculate the averages over
slices CCr(T (k)), CCCr(Q|T (k)) and their empirical standard deviations
for each training text T (k). Comparing CCCr(T (k))|T of few query texts
is sometimes instructive keeping the training text T fixed. Although CCCr
is not symmetric, it may be viewed as a generalized distance. Cutting texts
into equal slices (and thus arbitrarily shifting the beginning of slices) has
proved not influencing significantly the performance of our attributors.

If Mean CCr(Q) is significantly different from Mean CCr(T ), the author
of the training text T can hardly be an author of Q. If Means CCr’s of Q



and T are about the same, then smaller the Mean CCCr(Q|T ), the stronger
appears the evidence for the similarities in style between two texts under
certain conditions that we address later. The necessity of keeping uncondi-
tional complexities of query text approximately equal to that of the training
text is seen from the extreme case of a long query text consisting of repeated
identical symbol. Its CCCr is smallest for whatever training text. Other-
wise, we expect Mean CCCr to be the smallest trained on the training text
written by the author of the query text. We compare the CCCr′s for differ-
ent query texts using two-sample t-test and non-parametric Wilcoxon test.
We also sometimes attribute with less certainty the query text to the author,
whose Mean CCr and Mean CCCr (the latter trained on his own corpus)
for slices of his own texts (different from those included into the training) do
not significantly differ from that of the query text.

The evolution of authors’ styles does not influence our results, if we com-
pare documents presumably written during the same period of time.

Both the pre-processing, compression, statistical and graphical analysis
were carried out with the programs developed in C by I. Wickramasinghe
and S. Li (see Appendix D in Wickramasinghe (2005)). Earlier attribution
results of S.Li with compressor BWT were reviewed in Malyutov (2005). A
sample of similar results with compressors pkzip, winzip are shown further.

4 Attribution of Federalist Papers

4.1 The Federalist Papers

The Federalist Papers written by Alexander Hamilton, John Jay and James
Madison appeared in newspapers in October 1787-August 1788 to persuade
the citizens of the State of New York to ratify the U.S. Constitution. Seventy
seven essays first appeared in several different newspapers all based in New
York and then eight additional articles written by Hamilton on the same
subject were published in a booklet form. Since then, the consensus has
been that John Jay was the sole author of five ( No. 2-5, No. 64) of a total
85 papers, that Hamilton was the sole author of 51 papers, that Madison
was the sole author of 14 papers ( No. 10,14,37-48) and that Madison and
Hamilton collaborated on another three (No. 18-20). The authorship of the
remaining 12 papers ( No. 49-58, 62,63) has been in dispute; these papers
are usually referred to as the disputed papers. It has been generally agreed
that the disputed papers were written by either Madison or Hamilton, but
there was no consensus about which were written by Hamilton and which by
Madison. It was agreed in all previous stylometry studies that all disputed



(a) (b)

Figure 1: CCCr’s when trained on one paper

(a) (b)

Figure 2: CCCr’s when trained on one paper

papers were written by Madison. This part of our study is therefore mostly
methodological for tuning up our tool and evaluate its performance. We stud-
ied first how size of the training text influences the certainty of attribution.
Detailed tables are in Wickramasinghe (2005). We present a tiny sample of
those results because of limitations on the size of our paper. Training on one
of papers was not sufficient for reliable attribution (figures 1-2).

4.2 ‘Leave one out’ Madison’s Essays as Training Text

Five essays written by Madison ( No. 10, 14, 37, 41, 47) were taken and four
of them were combined leaving one out. Five documents of the size of about
62,000-72,000 bytes after preprocessing were obtained. The compressor was
trained on concatenation of these documents with the slices of other essays.
For our query texts we chose 12 disputed papers as the test set and 5 of the
Hamilton essays ( No. 07, 09, 11, 30, 70), 2 more of Madison essays (No.
46, 48) as well as the other Madison paper we left out when we combined
them as the learning set. More impressive results than those in the previous



(a) (b)

Figure 3: Leave one out CCCr’s

section were obtained as shown in figures 3-5.
The Combined Madison files are,

• (a) : Madison10-Madison14-Madison37-Madison41

• (b) : Madison10-Madison14-Madison37-Madison47

• (c) : Madison10-Madison14-Madison41-Madison47

• (d) : Madison10-Madison37-Madison41-Madison47

• (e) : Madison14-Madison37-Madison41-Madison47

4.2.1 Comparison of CCCr between Madison and Hamilton

We computed the following CCCr:

• We trained the compressor on M , M ∈ ((a), (b), (c), (d), (e))

• Then we applied the compressor to the concatenated file xyi where
x ∈ M , and y belongs to the set of five Hamilton papers or 2 Madison
and the left-out Madison essay and yi is the ith part of the essay y

• We carried out this study by dividing the y in slices of sizes of 2000,
3000 and 5000 bytes.

We reproduce 5 similar histograms from Wickramasinghe (2005) correspond-
ing to these training collections.

These figures show a substantial difference between the CCCr obtained
for the two authors. CCCr for Madison was always lower than that of Hamil-
ton in all 5 cases. The unconditional compression ratio, CCr, in general, was
higher for Hamilton. It may be argued that lower unconditional complexity
(CCr) of query texts of Madison helps to obtain lower CCCr. However,



(a) (b)

Figure 4: Leave one out CCCr’s

Figure 5: Leave one out CCCr’s.

it can be seen that with higher or relatively close CCr for the query text,
Madison No. 48 compared to the query texts of Hamilton No. 07 and 70,
the CCCr for Madison was lower than Hamilton. The next plot shows that
CCCr empirical distributions are close to Normal.

The following table gives the p-values for the two sample t-test for the
CCCr under the Alternative that means are different, when the slice sizes
of the query text are 3000 bytes.

This and other tables in Wickramasinghe (2005) show that CCCr do not
differ significantly among the Madison papers. Hamilton differs significantly
from Madison in most cases. If we take the unconditional complexity into
account and compare only the query texts that do not differ significantly in
CCr, it can be seen that Madison 48 has lower CCCr, than Hamilton 07
and 70 except in the case, where the training text is (a).

Our tool is more appropriate if we compare the query texts whose CCr
do not differ significantly. Comparison of CCCr is more reliable when the
training text is several times larger than the query text.



Figure 6: Normal Probability Plot of CCCr for slices of Hamilton No. 70 of size 2000

bits trained on Madison essays No. 10, No 14, No. 37 and No. 47.

Table 1: P-value of the two sample t-test
for disputed paper No. 49

Other documents (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Hamilton 07 0.027 0.019 0.018 0.024 0.014
Hamilton 09 0.063 0.065 0.084 0.079 0.077
Hamilton 11 0.010 0.009 0.018 0.021 0.015
Hamilton 30 0.011 0.012 0.027 0.033 0.025
Hamilton 70 0.010 0.053 0.073 0.078 0.069

Madison left-(L) 0.209 0.078 0.200 0.157 0.141
Madison 46 0.215 0.486 0.373 0.371 0.433
Madison 48 0.177 0.342 0.378 0.383 0.400

4.3 Comparisons with disputed papers

• We trained the compressor separately on each of the documents belong-
ing to M = {(a), (b), (c), (d), (e)}. These are the combined Madison
essays as described above

• We applied the compressor on the concatenated file xyi, where x ∈ M
and y ∈ {disputed papers} and yi is the ith part of the essay y

• We carried out this study by dividing the disputed papers into file sizes
of 2000, 3000, and 5000 bytes.

• CCCRr obtained for disputed papers were compared with that for
query texts of two authors.



The next table below consists of the CCr for slices of disputed papers for
slices of three different sizes 2000, 3000 and 5000 bytes. The unconditional
Mean compression complexity of these disputed texts is lower than that of
Hamilton essays and closer to that of Madison papers.

CCr decreases with increasing slice size for any given query text since the
compressor better self-adapts to its patterns with larger slice size, causing
a bias in Mean CCCr. For very small slice sizes the variability of CCCr
becomes excessive.

4.4 Attribution of disputed papers using 13 concate-

nated Madison essays as the training text

In this section we use the same technique applied in previous section to study
attribution for larger training text. The following documents were obtained
by concatenating all the Federalist Papers attributed to Madison leaving only
one out. We combined the essays in ascending order of the number of the
paper. The federalist papers used are No. 10, No. 14, No. 37 - No 48 which
are written by Madison. Sizes of the training text varied from 208,000 to
216,500 bits.

• (a1) : Concatenate all except No. 10

• (a2) : Concatenate all except No. 14

• (a3) : Concatenate all except No. 37

• (a4) : Concatenate all except No. 38

and so on. We used Madison’s documents written between 1787-1793, thus
we avoided change in author’s style through years.

Following Madison’s documents were used to enlarge training texts

• (s) : Concatenated four papers out of five ( Number 1-4) called ”Hel-
vidius papers”, written in reply to series by Hamilton called ”Pacificus
papers” (24 Aug. - 14 Sep. 1793) on executive powers

• (t) : Concatenated eight papers from 1791-1792 Congress and repub-
lican opposition : (Mad 1 : Population and Emigration, National
Gazette, Nov 21, 1791), (Mad 2 : consolidation, National Gazette, Dec.
5, 17910, (Mad 3 : Universal Peace, National Gazette, Feb. 2, 1792),
(Mad 4 : Government of the United States, National Gazette, Feb
6, 1792), (Mad 5 : Spirit of Governments, National Gazette, Feb 20,
1792), (Mad 6 : A Candid State of Parties, National Gazette, Sep 26,



Table 2: Mean and StD of CCr and the number of slices for disputed papers
Disputed papers size 2000 size 3000 size 5000

No. 49 Mean 0.5176 0.4750 0.4474
StD 0.0142 0.0156

No of parts 4 3 1
No. 50 Mean 0.5248 0.4877 0.4484

StD 0.0196 0.0207
No of parts 3 2 1

No. 51 Mean 0.4941 0.4570 0.4212
StD 0.0129 0.0210 0.0082

No of parts 5 3 2
No. 52 Mean 0.5286 0.4728 0.4375

StD 0.0130 0.0359 0.0092
No of parts 5 3 2

No. 53 Mean 0.5121 0.4696 0.4243
StD 0.0153 0.0153 0.0177

No of parts 6 4 2
No. 54 Mean 0.4911 0.4551 0.4165

StD 0.0092 0.0077 0.0089
No of parts 5 3 2

No. 55 Mean 0.5126 0.4741 0.4344
StD 0.0126 0.0094 0.0088

No of parts 5 3 2
No. 56 Mean 0.5019 0.4612 0.4142

StD 0.0030 0.0110
No of parts 4 3 1

No. 57 Mean 0.5113 0.4753 0.4392
StD 0.0126 0.0096 0.0008

No of parts 6 4 2
No. 58 Mean 0.5181 0.4774 0.4308

StD 0.0199 0.0228 0.0130
No of parts 6 4 2

No. 62 Mean 0.5248 0.4868 0.4453
StD 0.0108 0.0156 0.0151

No of parts 6 4 2
No. 63 Mean 0.5336 0.4901 0.4543

StD 0.0120 0.0127 0.0089
No of parts 8 5 3



1792), (Mad 7 : Fashion, National Gazette, March 22, 1792), (Mad 8 :
Property, National Gazette, March 29,1792)

For collections (a1)-(a4) and (s) of size 71,010 bytes as training text, the
CCCr for Madison and for disputed papers were significantly lower than that
of Hamilton (we show only one of many tables in Wickramasinghe (2005)).
We could not see a significant difference in CCCr between the two authors
when the training text was only (t) of size only 42,316 bytes. But overall,
CCCr for Madison papers were significantly lower.

5 Shakespeare controversy

5.1 Introduction

Controversy concerning authorship of the works ascribed to W. Shakespeare
dates back several centuries. A bibliography of material relevant to the con-
troversy that was compiled by Prof. J. Galland in 1947 is about 1500 pages
long (see Friedmans, 1957). A comparable work written today might well be
at least several times as large, a substantial part of research moved to the
Internet, since publishing works contradicting the official version in academic
journals is practically unlikely. Resolving the controversy would certainly aid
our understanding of what the author intended to convey in his works and
would contribute to a better insight into the history of culture. Methodology
developed during this investigation would also be useful in other applica-
tions, including the attribution of newly discovered non-attributed texts or
terrorist letters. Our contribution is minor and concerns the preliminary
CCC-attribution of the first two poems in the canon and few other contem-
porary poems which we consider as a continuation of studies in Mendenhall
(1901).

5.1.1 Preliminary CCC-attribution of some Elizabethan poems

We studied the following versions of poems with corrected spelling errors:

• SC: Venus and Adonis (1593), Rape of Lucrece (1594) (we refer to these
as Venus and Rape in this study).

• Marlowe’s: translation of Ovid’s Elegies (Amores).

• Marlowe’s: a version of Hero and Leander (Hero 1) both published
posthumously in 1598.



Table 3: Mean and StD of CCCr, CCr for disputed papers trained on (a)
size 2000 size 3000 size 5000 size 2000 size 3000 size 5000

CCr CCr CCr CCCr CCCr CCCr
No 49 0.5176 0.4750 0.4474 0.3313 0.3276 0.3260

0.0142 0.0156 0.0064 0.0063
4 3 1 4 3 1

No 50 0.5248 0.4877 0.4484 0.3460 0.3438 0.3366
0.0196 0.0207 0.0222 0.0148

3 2 1 3 2 1
No 51 0.4941 0.4570 0.4212 0.3120 0.3051 0.3033

0.0129 0.0210 0.0082 0.0096 0.0076 0.0030
5 3 2 5 3 2

No 52 0.5286 0.4728 0.4375 0.3336 0.3188 0.3172
0.0130 0.0359 0.0092 0.0073 0.0272 0.0102

5 3 2 5 3 2
No 53 0.5121 0.4696 0.4243 0.3213 0.3166 0.3083

0.0153 0.0153 0.0177 0.0175 0.0158 0.0171
6 4 2 6 4 2

No 54 0.4911 0.4551 0.4165 0.3141 0.3146 0.3074
0.0092 0.0077 0.0089 0.0144 0.0079 0.0150

5 3 2 5 3 2
No 55 0.5126 0.4741 0.4344 0.3273 0.3211 0.3193

0.0126 0.0094 0.0088 0.0152 0.0037 0.0103
5 3 2 5 3 2

No 56 0.5019 0.4612 0.4142 0.3099 0.3086 0.2954
0.0030 0.0110 0.0105 0.0143

4 3 1 4 3 1
No 57 0.5113 0.4753 0.4392 0.3293 0.3276 0.3262

0.0126 0.0096 0.0008 0.0114 0.0081 0.0023
6 4 2 6 4 2

No 58 0.5181 0.4774 0.4308 0.3268 0.3234 0.3126
0.0199 0.0228 0.0130 0.0225 0.0252 0.0150

6 4 2 6 4 2
No 62 0.5248 0.4868 0.4453 0.3321 0.3303 0.3214

0.0108 0.0156 0.0151 0.0176 0.0188 0.0124
6 4 2 6 4 2

No 63 0.5336 0.4901 0.4543 0.3407 0.3365 0.3361
0.0120 0.0127 0.0089 0.0179 0.0165 0.0110

8 5 3 8 5 3



• Marlowe’s: contemporary smoother version of Hero and Leander ( Hero
2).

• disputed anapest poem ‘Shall I die...’ earlier attributed in Thisted and
Efron (1987).

Kit’s translation of Ovid’s Elegies (Amores):
http://www2.prestel.co.uk/rey/ovid.htm,

Venus and Adonis (Venus): http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/etcbin/toccer-
new2?id= MobVenu.sgm&images=images/modeng&data=/texts/english/
modeng/parsed&tag=public&part=all

Hero and Leander (Hero1):
http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/ rbear/marlowe1.html

Hero and Leander (Hero2):
http://www2.prestel.co.uk/rey/hero.htm

Shall I die, shall I fly :
http://www.shaksper.net/archives/1997/0390.html

These versions with corrected spelling errors in original versions produced
by several publishers in two countries, were recommended to me by British
linguist Peter Bull.

First, comparatively very long Amores was used for training text which
we concatenated with equally-sized slices of the other poems that were used
as query text. Thus, the size of the training text was not an issue unlike our
treatment of Federalist Papers. We studied attribution under different sizes
of slices, keeping a reasonable number of slices for estimating StD thanks to
large sizes of the poems analyzed. Later we used also the concatenated text
of the two poems Amores and Venus as a training text.

5.2 CCr for the poems

We calculated the CCr for each poem divided into slices of various sizes.
In contrast to the Federalist Papers, the unconditional complexities for

all four poems are amazingly close for any partitioning, which shows an
extraordinary consistency of the authors’ style. CCr decreases with the
increasing slice size as we discussed in the previous section.

5.3 Comparison of CCCr for poems chosen

We obtained the following results for our main quantity of interest, CCCr.
We see that in terms of CCCr Marlowe’s translation of Amores helps com-
press Venus better than his own Hero and Leander written allegedly at the
same time.



Figure 7: Mean Compression Ratio CCr for Amores, Venus, Hero 1 and Hero 2

The figures below show the normal probability plots

In the p-values table below we observe that Mean CCCr’s are significantly
different, the p-value increases with the increasing file size of the disputed
text.

Thus patterns in Amores help compressing Venus significantly better than
Hero 1 officially attributed to Marlowe and published first separately in 1598
and then the same year together with its twice larger continuation ascribed
to G. Chapman. Amores was printed in the Netherlands in 1598 and all its
copies brought to England were immediately burnt by the orders of Marlowe’s
deadly foe archbishop Whitgift.

Whereas the delegation of Venus’s authorship to SC was indicated in
a dedication amended into the already published anonymously submitted
poem, ‘Rape of Lucrece’ was prepared with haste in 1594 thanks to an ex-
traordinary success of Venus which was reprinted around ten times during
1593!

Let us study the CCC-attribution of the second poem in SC.



Figure 8: Mean CCCr for the concatenated poems

Table 4: P-value for the two sample t-test, comparing CCCr
size 10000 size 5000 size 2700 size 2000

trained on Amores only
Venus vs Hero 1 0.00973 0.00113 1 ∗ 10−6 2 ∗ 10−10

Venus vs Hero 2 0.07148 0.03004 0.00421 0.00334
Hero 1 vs Hero 2 0.0274 0.0057 6 ∗ 10−6 1 ∗ 10−8

trained on Amores-Venus only
Hero 1 vs Hero 2 0.00671 0.00021 2 ∗ 10−7 5 ∗ 10−9

6 Comparison of Amores et al with Rape of

Lucrece from SC

Here we compared three versions of Rape of Lucrece with the poems we
studied before: Amores, Venus and Hero 1 using two different compressors
winzip and pkzip and dividing our query text ‘Rape of Lucrece’ into parts of
size 5000 bits . We obtained essentially the same results for both compressors.

We see that Venus helps compressing Rape of Lucrece better than others,
the concatenated training text ’Amores and Venus’ helped more. In this
section we kept our query text ’Rape of Lucrece’ unchanged using different
training texts. They are different in size. Whereas Amores is 102,161 bits,



(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Normal probability plot for CCCr of (a):Venus trained on Amores , (b): Hero

1 trained on the concatenated text of Amores, Venus

Venus is 51,052 bits and Hero1 is 33,507 after pre-processing.
One of explanations of the above results would be that styles of poems

following each other almost immediately are closer than those of more timely
Amores which eventually was the source for both, while the final editing of
Hero took place later.

CCCc(Hero2) < CCCr(Shall) < CCCr(Hero1), when trained on ‘Amores’.
These results make the Marlowe’s authorship of both ‘Venus and Adonis’ and
‘Shall I die, shall I fly?’ likely.

7 Comparison of Hero and Leander with its

continuation ascribed to G. Chapman

We used the following poems and applied our method to compare,

• Hero1 ( same as in section 3.2) vs HeroChapman 1, a continuation of



Figure 10: Mean, StD of CCCr for three versions of Rape of Lucrece with training

texts: Amores, Venus, Amores and Venus, Amores and Hero1

Hero and Leander written by George Chapman

• Hero 1598( another version of Hero and Leander) vs HeroChapman
1598, another version of continuation of Hero and Leander written by
G. Chapman

Following two plots show CCCr obtained, when disputed texts are Hero
1, HeroChapman 1, Hero 1598 and HeroChapman 1598 divided into parts of
2700 bits.

8 Comparison with other poems: Chapman

i, i = 1, 2, 3

For style comparison, Peter Bull recommended three poems ‘The Shadow of
Night’, ‘Ovid’s Banquet of Sense’ and ‘The Tears of Peace’ written by G.
Chapman around the same time using the poems studied before as trainig
texts. Chapman i = 1, . . . , 3 were divided into parts of size 3000 bits.

It can be seen from the table that mean CCCr is lower when both the
training and the query text were written by Chapman.

One of explanations of the above results would be that Amores and Venus
were written by the same author before (perhaps, several years before) the



Table 5: Mean,StD for CCCr of Chapman i, i = 1, 2, 3 for slice size 3000
Training text parts of Chap 1 parts of Chap 2 parts of Chap 3

Chapman 1
Mean 0.2374 0.4154 0.4159
StD 0.1846 0.0089 0.0053

Chapman 2
Mean 0.4158 0.2071 0.4127
StD 0.0077 0.2005 0.0058

HeroChapman 1
Mean 0.4271 0.4255 0.4287
StD 0.0081 0.0082 0.0060

HeroChapman 1598
Mean 0.4203 0.4193 0.4207
StD 0.0092 0.0095 0.0069

Hero 1
Mean 0.4289 0.4275 0.4296
StD 0.0060 0.0070 0.0063

Hero 1598
Mean 0.4312 0.4268 0.4320
StD 0.0062 0.0074 0.0050



Figure 11: Mean, StD of CCCr for Hero 1 and HeroChapman 1 and some training texts

Deptford affair, while the final editing of Hero took place several years later.
While a further analysis is needed, our results do not exclude that Chapman
helped publishing the Kit’s Hero by putting his name on its continuation or
Chapman edited both ‘Hero’ and its continuation.

An exciting textual analysis of spectacularly popular at its time erotic
poem ‘Venus and Adonis’ pointing out to its Kit’s authorship is made by an
University of Cambridge PhD program graduate bishop J. Baker in his essay
‘Likelihood of Marlowe’s authorship of ‘Venus and Adonis” posted on his site
http://www2.localaccess.com/marlowe/. Marlowe cites Venus and ‘rose-
cheek’d’ Adonis several times in the introduction to his ‘Hero and Lean-
der’ (officially thought as written before ‘Venus and Adonis’ was published).
Baker (1988) in his early stylometry study, points to the amazing constancy
of numbers of English words used in ‘Hero 1’ and every half of its continua-
tion.

CONCLUSION

The examples of CCC study in attributing various literary texts suggest
that the CCC-attributor is a promising tool for both authorship attribution
and for checking chronology of literary texts.



Figure 12: Mean CCCr taking Hero 1598 and HeroChapman 1598 as disputed poems
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9 Appendices

9.1 A: Testing alternative tools

Some appealing alternatives of our CC-measures of compression complexity
were also tested statistically on our case studies, namely:



A ratio-type CCC-measure R(B |A):

R(B|A) = CCC(B|A)/|Bc|, (7)

Relative Distance of Complexity, RDC of text B given text A

RDC(B|A) = |Bc| − CCC(B|A) (8)

The Relative Distance of Complexity as a ratio, RRDC:

RRDC(B|A) =
RDC(B|A)

|B|
, (9)

Normalized Compression Distance in Cilibrasi and Vitanyi (2005). They
suggest that one can replace the Kolmogorov complexity of x given y by the
symmetric numerator of their similarity metric given as

max(K(x|y), K(y|x))/ max(K(x), K(y))

and mimic it by

min(|(xy)c|, |(yx)c|)−min(|xc|, |yc|).

In our applications |(Bi)c| < |Ac|.

NCD1(Bi, A) =
|(ABi)c| − |(Bi)c|

|Ac|

NCD2(Bi, A) = (|(BiA)c| − |(Bi)c|)/|Ac|

Our RDC = |Ac| − (NCD1 ∗ |Ac|)
In the last 2 tables we show a poor numerical attribution performance

on several sliced query Hamilton and Madison essays of RDC,Z, NCD with
(a1) to (a4) being training texts, (where our sliced CCC-attribution was suc-
cessful) which discourage hopes of their fruitful application for authorship
attribution in our settings. More tables with similar outcomes are in Wick-
ramasinghe (2005). By our opinion, the comparatively small size of slices of
the query text make the CCCr variation exceedingly high to put the CCCr,
say, in the denominator of R.

9.2 B: Justifying Conjecture of section 3.2.1

We show the plausibility of this conjecture in two ways: i. justify it for
extremely different distributions of query and training IID sequences and ii.
show the results of simulation, when these distributions are close. Consider a



Table 6: Mean and StD for NCD′s, when training texts are (a1)-(a4)
(a1) (a1) (a2) (a2) (a3) (a3) (a4) (a4)

NCD1 NCD2 NCD1 NCD2 NCD1 NCD2 NCD1 NCD2

Ham 07 0.995 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.995 0.994
0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Ham 11 0.995 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.995 0.994 0.995 0.994

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Ham 70 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.993 0.994 0.993 0.994 0.994
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Ham 81 0.994 0.994 0.993 0.994 0.993 0.993 0.994 0.994

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Left-M 0.994 0.993 0.994 0.995 0.994 0.993 0.994 0.993
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

4 4 5 5 5 5 4 4
Helvi 0.995 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.995 0.994

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23



Table 7: RRDC, Z, their StD when training text are (a1)-(a4)
(a1) (a2) (a3) (a4) (a1) (a2) (a3) (a4)

RRDC RRDC RRDC RRDC Z Z Z Z
Left a 0.159 0.143 0.136 0.145 0.677 0.671 0.708 0.685

0.005 0.010 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.014 0.019 0.011
(s) 0.125 0.131 0.130 0.127 0.722 0.708 0.710 0.718

0.010 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.018 0.015 0.020 0.019
(t) 0.116 0.132 0.119 0.117 0.757 0.724 0.750 0.755

0.012 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.024 0.025 0.027 0.027
Ham 06 0.123 0.143 0.131 0.126 0.761 0.720 0.745 0.753

0.007 0.003 0.006 0.007 0.011 0.003 0.010 0.011
Ham 07 0.114 0.134 0.124 0.119 0.768 0.728 0.749 0.758

0.007 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.013 0.018 0.012 0.011
Ham 11 0.117 0.140 0.122 0.119 0.763 0.717 0.752 0.760

0.005 0.003 0.006 0.007 0.016 0.008 0.013 0.014
Ham 15 0.127 0.146 0.132 0.128 0.749 0.712 0.739 0.746

0.007 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.014 0.018 0.018 0.019
Ham 26 0.144 0.160 0.147 0.145 0.715 0.683 0.709 0.713

0.012 0.007 0.009 0.011 0.024 0.010 0.016 0.020
Ham 30 0.130 0.155 0.139 0.134 0.744 0.693 0.725 0.735

0.007 0.004 0.009 0.009 0.013 0.007 0.020 0.021
Ham 34 0.130 0.148 0.136 0.133 0.735 0.699 0.724 0.729

0.017 0.011 0.017 0.015 0.031 0.020 0.031 0.029
Ham 69 0.143 0.146 0.148 0.144 0.699 0.694 0.689 0.697

0.010 0.008 0.012 0.012 0.023 0.014 0.027 0.029
Ham 70 0.127 0.147 0.140 0.136 0.739 0.700 0.714 0.721

0.009 0.006 0.008 0.008 0.023 0.018 0.021 0.023
Ham 81 0.148 0.152 0.156 0.150 0.691 0.684 0.675 0.687

0.015 0.010 0.012 0.011 0.030 0.018 0.024 0.022
Ham 84 0.132 0.145 0.139 0.135 0.728 0.701 0.713 0.721

0.008 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.017 0.022 0.012 0.015



training binary Bernoulli(1/100) sequence X10000000
1 with P (X = 1) = 1/100

and the query Bernoulli(0.99) sequence Y 1000
1 with the opposite distribution

P (Y = 0) = 1/100 and compare the lengths of LZ-compressed sequences
X1001000

1 and X10000000
1 Y 1000

1 . Note that the entropies h of X and Y are
the same and thus asymptotically the relative lengths of both compressed
sequences are h(1 + 0(1)). The elegant Ziv’s proof of LZ- asymptotic opti-
mality is incapable to distinguish between the lengths of these compressed
sequences since it is based only on bounds for the lengths of patterns rather
than on the cardinality of patterns of different lengths.

The classical von Mises’s results state that the number of rare patterns in
a Bernoulli(p) sequence of length N consisting of r ones has the Poisson(λ)
distribution , if Npr(1− p) = λ for large N (see Feller, 1968, problem 11.26.
The cardinality of patterns is understood there in a slightly different sense
which does not influence our argument significantly).

Thus X10000000
1 contains only the Poisson(1) distributed number of 111-

patterns (i.e. only one such pattern in the mean) and much less likely patterns
with larger number of ones. The additional length of compressed X1001000

1

w.r.t. the length of compressed X10000000
1 is due most likely to few occurrences

of large size patterns consisting mostly of zeroes in the continuation of the
sequence.

The length of LZ-compressed file is approximately c log c bits, where c
is the number of distinct patterns in the initial string. The concatenated
sequence X10000000

1 Y 1000
1 contains most likely more than hundred new

patterns w.r.t. X10000000
1 consisting mostly of ones, and thus the com-

pressed X10000000
1 Y 1000

1 contains hundreds of additional bits w.r.t. compressed
X1001000

1 most likely.

Remark. Note that von Mises also proved the asymptotic normality
of the patterns’ cardinality in Bernoulli sequences (see Feller, 1968, section
13.7) which explains to some extent our further empirical normality plots for
CCCr .

A MATLAB simulation (with the code written by D. Malioutov (MIT)
using the commercial update of LZ78) compared the CCC (denoted further
as delta for same p) of I.I.D. binary strings both for the training and query
string with CCC of another I.I.D. query string with the complementary pa-
rameter value w.r.t. the training string delta for different p (having the same
unconditional CC). We tabulate below the empirical means and standard
deviations of the two deltas:

i. No. of trials = 10; no. of repeats = 20; N1 = 50000 (length of training
string); N2 = 1000 (length of query string); p1 = 0.1; (prob of 1 in the I.I.D.
training string). p2 = 0.9 (prob of 1 in the I.I.D. query string to compare
with the query string of the same length I.I.D with the same parameter as
the training string) were highly significant:



Trial 10: delta for same p: mean 104.45000 std 6.692 delta for different
p: mean 117.65000 std 5.344.

Over 10 trials: same p: mean 104.320, std: 1.266 diffferent p: mean
116.450 std 1.644

ii. The simulation results with all previous parameters except for p1 =
0.4; p2 = 0.6, were on the brink of significance:

Trial 10: delta for same p: mean 170.00000 std 2.428 delta for different
p: mean 170.55000 std 2.417.

Over 10 trials: same p: mean 168.950, std: 1.190 different p: mean
170.960 std 1.548.

iii. The simulation results with all previous parameters except for p1 =
0.45; p2 = 0.55 were insignificant:

Over 10 trials:

same p: mean 169.635, std: 1.541 dif. p: mean 169.660 std 1.653.

iva. The simulation results with the same parameters as in ii. except for
the ten times larger lengths of the training and query strings, were of the
about the same significance:

numtrials = 10; numrepeats = 20; N1 = 500000; N2 = 10000; p1 =
0.4; p2 = 0.6

Trial 9: delta for same p: mean 1601.55000 std 7.309 delta for different
p: mean 1603.05000 std 6.337.

Trial 10: delta for same p: mean 1601.75000 std 8.447 delta for dif. p:
mean 1604.80000 std 8.520

Over 10 trials: same p: mean 1603.000, std: 1.745 dif. p: mean 1604.855
std 1.483

b. All same parameters, only 100 query strings were generated for every
training string:

Trial 1: delta for same p: mean 1599.32000 std 7.497 delta for different
p: mean 1600.15000 std 7.280

Trial 10: delta for same p: mean 1604.00000 std 8.035 delta for dif. p:
mean 1605.42000 std 7.239

Over 10 trials: same p: mean 1602.045, std: 1.998 dif. p: mean 1603.456
std 2.080

v. If we diminish the query length only 3 times keeping all other param-
eters as in iv., results are less significant:

Trial 10: delta for same p: mean 488.00000 std 4.577 delta for dif. p:
mean 490.45000 std 4.751

Over 10 trials: same p: mean 487.300, std: 1.675 different p: mean
488.250 std 2.184.



9.3 C: Outline of extended LZ index

The statistics of patterns contributing to a good compression seems desirable
for optimizing the performance of attributors and for discussing the results
with linguists. This goal is a different from that pursued in construction of so-
called LZ-indexes in Arroyuello and Navarro (2005). However, an economical
subroutine SUFF finding for a given string S: how many out of a certain
string collection S is a suffix of, was prepared by Arroyuello and Navarro
(2005). SUFF is used further in our construction of extended LZ index aimed
at comparison of binary LZ-trees for long training texts and small slices of a
query texts each of size less than 5000 bytes. The following is an outline of
the extended LZ index construction feasible for these small slices.

1. The FORWARD PATH ends up with construction of the preliminary
LZ-index. Inductively, after LZ-78 algorithm finds a new pattern of minimal
length, store it at the right side of the new file-string in the external memory,
then a divider (say, comma), then the binary expansion of its starting location
in the original file, then a second divider, THEN CONTINUE to the next
new pattern of minimal length.

COMMENTARY. For strings of size less than 3000 bits (which are shown
most relevant for stylometry as slice sizes of query texts) a rude estimate
gives the length of the preliminary form of the LZ-index of order of tens Mb.

2. The BACKWARD PATH. After completing construction of this pre-
liminary form of the LZ-index, parse it from its end to its beginning: for its
every pattern starting from the penultimate one check if it is the prefix of
any pattern already found using SUFF. If YES, DO NOT ENUMERATE it.

3. If NOT, then this pattern is called MAXIMAL (or LEAF of the LZ-
tree). They are ENUMERATED from the end and the binary expansion of
their length is written from the right of the substring related to this leaf after
a divider.

4. Next ERASE all non-enumerated patterns.
5. RENUMBER leaves in the descending order of their length and place

each of them (together with their length and binary expansion of the starting
location) on separate lines. The string obtained is called extended LZ-index
or ELZ-index.

5. Using the starting location of a leaf decode its content in English or
as a sequence of English words surrounded by several bits-artifacts from its
beginning and end.

COMMENTARY. Some artifacts may have phonetic meaning.
6. At the end, for every n > 0 a histogram of the patterns’ of length n

frequencies is desirable by projecting the subtree of length n to the collection
of the corresponding binary subintervals with the multiplicity of the pattern-
subtree plotted over this subinterval as follows.

A binary pattern of length n corresponds to the binary interval of length



2(−n) starting at the point with binary expansion such as that of the pattern,
while the multiplicity of this pattern is exactly the number of LZ-leaves such
that this pattern is a suffix of those.

Instead of this straightforward histogram, a smoother plot obtained by
replacing the Haar base in the previous approach with smooth wavelet base
such as Daubechi’ base might be appropriate for representing the patterns’
frequencies as coefficients of the wavelet.

The last step would be studying the statistics of the patterns in the long
training text matching those in the query text obtained in its ELZ-index
with the same subroutine SUFF and comparing these matches for competing
candidates for authorship.


